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Handling allowable limits for recovery
- a puzzle
S Ellison, LGC Teddington
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Introduction
• Who sets limits for analytical recovery?
• Limits and measurement uncertainty
– Handling specification limits in measurement uncertainty evaluation

• Is analytical recovery just another ‘input quantity’?
• When should permitted limits contribute to measurement
uncertainty?
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Who sets limits for analytical
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Who sets limits for analytical
recovery?
Regulators
• Limits set for validation to
ensure sufficient
performance for regulatory
use

Laboratories
• Voluntary limits set for
validation

• May also set QC limits for
regular spike recovery

• QC limits for regular spike
recovery
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Limits and measurement
uncertainty
Manufacturer specification:
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Specifications as a ‘filter’
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Specifications as a ‘filter’ –
Validation
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Limits and measurement
uncertainty
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Some considerations
% %

What does this
distribution describe?
SOP

Recovery
  %

• Uncertainty about the recovery for
one particular SOP/lab?
• The spread of recoveries a regulator
can expect across many
laboratories?
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Considerations
• Laboratories have estimated their own recovery
 During method validation
 Regularly, for quality control

• Each laboratory has more information about recovery
than is provided by the permitted limits
• We already know how to use laboratory estimates of
recovery (or bias) in MU evaluation
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Specifications as a ‘filter’ –
Quality control
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As QC criteria widen,
precision gets poorer
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Further considerations
• Adjusting QC limits to ‘permitted recovery’ can reduce
precision
 Increasing uncertainty

• Intermediate precision studies should reflect QC limits
 If recovery varies from run to run

• Recovery limits used in QC could be used in MU
evaluation if not reflected by observed precision
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Conclusions
• Permitted limits for Recovery at validation
– Primarily a quality assurance check
– Labs should ideally use measured recovery in evaluating measurement
uncertainty

• Adjusting QC limits to ‘permitted recovery’ can reduce precision
– Increasing uncertainty – may be visible in within-lab reproducibility

• Regulatory limits for Recovery are relevant for uncertainty
evaluation when there is no other available information
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